Towards a more precise assay of sperm function in egg binding.
Historically, the treatment of severe male factor infertility has relied on donor sperm insemination. A decade ago the option of treating severe male factor infertility with partner sperm became a viable alternative. With the introduction of intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) in conjunction with in vitro fertilization (IVF), only men who produce no sperm are denied the option of fathering their own children. The use of ICSI has been extended to couples with mild male factors. Despite the known genetic risks (both inherent and de novo) of ICSI to offspring, couples with male factors as part of their infertility problem often prefer ICSI to standard IVF, due to apprehension that their sperm might not otherwise succeed in fertilization. This apprehension would be alleviated if an assay for the egg binding capability of human sperm were available. We examine here the possibility that recombinant human zona pellucida 3 (rec hZP3), the primary sperm receptor sulfoglycoprotein of the egg zona pellucida (ZP), be used as a human ZP surrogate for assessing sperm ability to bind to the ZP. Unlike human eggs, which cannot be obtained for this purpose, rec hZP3 can be produced in quantity. An efficient assay can be established by incubating sperm with rec hZP3 coated to a microwell plate. Infertile men with sperm having ability to bind to rec hZP3 can be advised to select standard IVF or intrauterine insemination, which have fewer genetic and medical risks.